Fall 2011

NEW DVDs

- **BE RIGHT BACK: Time to Decide about Alcohol** – An Alcohol Use Prevention Curriculum for Students Grades 7 and 8. Corresponding to the National Health Education Standards, this comprehensive DVD/print curriculum educates middle school students about the risks of teen alcohol use and seeks to prevent initiation of alcohol use among teens. Grades 7 & 8. 30 min. 2010 DVD-4121

- **Drinking Games, Alcohol Abuse and Overdose** (cc) —This hard-hitting program reveals the truth about teens that engage in drinking games and put themselves at risk for alcohol poisoning, overdose and death. Viewers hear the story of Scott, a smart, athletic fifteen year-old who died from alcohol poisoning after playing a popular drinking game at a friend’s house. In another segment, Dr. O’Brien, an emergency room physician describes the harsh medical procedures that occur when a teen is brought to the hospital after binge drinking. Program also travels to a renowned research brain lab at the University of California, where brain scans clearly show the neurological damage that can occur when teens consume alcohol. This program clearly dispels the myth that alcohol and drinking games are no big deal for teens. Grades 7-College 20 min. 2011 DVD-4217

**Healing Neen** —After surviving a childhood of abuse and neglect, Tonier “Neen” Cain lived on the streets for two nightmarish decades, where she endured unrelenting violence, hunger and despair while racking up 66 criminal convictions related to her addiction. Incarcerated and pregnant in 2004, treatment for her lifetime of trauma offered her a way out... and up. Her story illustrates the consequences that untreated trauma has on individuals and society at-large, including mental health problems, addiction, homelessness and incarceration. Today, she is a nationally renowned speaker and educator on the devastation of trauma and the hope of recovery. Adult. 60 min. 2010
http://www.healingneen.com/
http://www.samhsa.gov/nctic/default.asp

**Lost in Woonsocket** —Missing for two years, two alcoholics are discovered living together in the back woods of Woonsocket, Rhode Island. A series of profound coincidences lead to miraculous reunions with their families and a chance at treatment, recovery, and redemption. The challenge, however, is yet to come. What happens when only one of the men is able to remain sober? Adult. 81 min. 2009
http://www.lostinwoonsocket.com

- **Pleasure Unwoven: An Explanation of the Brain Disease of Addiction** —The most important question about addiction is: “Is it really a disease?” In this video essay, filmed in high-definition, Kevin McCauley explores the arguments for and against this vital debate, reviewing the latest neuroscientific research about addiction along the way. Using the spectacular landscape of Utah’s State and National Parks to describe the brain areas involved in addiction, Kevin McCauley turns complex neuroscientific concepts into easy-to-understand visual images that will help people in recovery feel better understood, and their families and friends feel hope that recovery is possible. Adult. 70 min. 2009

To order videos give Dottie a call at 208-426-2946.
PRINT MATERIALS

QUANTITIES AVAILABLE

WINDOW DECAL
- The legal drinking age is 21. Thanks for not providing alcohol to teens. Double-sided. WWW.DONTSERVETEENS.GOV

PREVENTION PLANNING
- NATIONAL DRUG FACTS WEEK: Help Teens Shatter the Myths About Drugs October 31-November 6, 2011
  Promotion by the National Institute on Drug Abuse, please visit drugfactsweek.drugsabuse.gov for details.

PAMPHLETS, BOOKLETS, INFORMATION SHEETS, and POSTERS

For Teens
- (Poster) Proud to be in Control of Me Because My Choices are the Key to Driving Drug Free. Sponsored by abovetheinfluence.com and noys.org
- Drugs: Shatter the Myths, 30-page booklet (Revised April 2011) Now includes alcohol!

Tobacco (pamphlets) Don’t forget to stock up! The Great American Smokeout is November 17!
- How to Quit Smoking When You’ve Tried Before: This Time for Good
- A Parent’s Guide to Quitting Smoking: For Your Family’s Health
- 50 Things You Should Know About Quitting Smoking: You can Quit!
- Quit Smoking Without Gaining Weight: Stay Fit While You Quit!

Research Report Series
- NIDA Notes: Neuropeptide Promotes Behaviors Tied to Addiction and Overeating; Volume 23, Number 5 www.drugabuse.gov

Fact Sheets

DIRECTORY
- National Directory of Drug and Alcohol Abuse Treatment Programs 2011 - hard copy or CD ROM
  Lists substance abuse treatment facilities across the country by state and region, with addresses and contact information. Lists treatment facility characteristics, types of payment accepted, and languages spoken. New digital format allows users to print or view the locations specific to their needs.

DATA
- Alcohol-Related Disease Impact (ARDI) an online application that provides national and state estimates of alcohol-related health impacts, including deaths and years of potential life lost (YP LL). These estimates are calculated for 54 acute and chronic causes using alcohol-attributable fractions, and are reported by age and sex. http://apps.nccd.cdc.gov/DACH_ARDIDefault/Default.aspx

To order print materials visit http://radar.boisestate.edu or call 1-800-93RADAR.